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WE ARE THE PERFECT GIRL 

Readers will laugh out loud reading this story about two friends in love with the 
same boy.  

Aphra’s best friend Bethany likes Greg, one of the cutest boys at school. Bethany 
is beautiful, but lacks Aphra’s quick wit. While Aphra is funny, she thinks she is 
plain. Separately, they both find themselves lacking, but together they make the 
perfect girl. 

When Greg accidentally begins texting Aphra, he falls for her jokes and witty 
banter. The problem is, he thinks he’s talking to Bethany. Aphra is afraid to reveal 
her true identity — she doesn’t think that a boy like Greg would ever like a girl 
like her. But when Greg and Bethany start dating, Aphra knows it’s only a matter 
of time before Greg realizes that the girl he fell in love with through text is not 
the same girl he sees every day in person. 

Focusing on themes of friendship, romance, and self-acceptance, WE ARE THE 
PERFECT GIRL is perfect for fans of contemporary YA.
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HEARTS MADE FOR BREAKING

From the author of SHUFFLE, REPEAT and SUMMER UNSCRIPTED comes a new novel 
about mysterious boys, first-time love, heartbreak, and friendship. 

17-year-old Lark knows how to survive high school dating: date boys briefly, let 
them down gently, remain friends, and move on. Her best friends, Cooper and Katie, 
think that Lark is denying herself a chance at true love because she does not want 
to be hurt. They challenge her to break her pattern by staying in a relationship long 
enough for Lark — or the boy — to fall in love.  Intrigued by the challenge, Lark sets 
her sights on the mysterious new boy, Ardy, who has been labeled “undateable” by 
the other girls in school. Lark is curious about, and then completely intrigued by, the 
enigmatic Ardy — so much so that she finds herself falling for him, only to risk having 
her own heart completely broken. 

A Hollywood screenwriter, Jen Klein has once again crafted a funny, contemporary 
romance sure to resonate with teen readers.

 

Rights to SHUFFLE, REPEAT licensed to: 
France – Gallimard

Hungary – Mora Konvykiado
Italy – DeA Planeta

Spain – Ediciones Urano
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SPIN THE DAWN

This sweeping fantasy duology, steeped in Chinese culture, will entice fans of 
Sarah J. Maas. 

When her ailing father is summoned to compete to become the Emperor’s tailor, 
17-year-old Maia Tamarin dresses as a boy and goes in his stead. At the palace, 
Maia competes with twelve other tailors to win the job. While deceit and sabotage 
among the tailors complicate the task and a budding romance with the court 
magician, Edan, threatens to expose her secret, Maia emerges victorious. 

Or so she thinks. The recent treaty between her nation and a rebel warlord 
is precarious, and the Emperor’s marriage to the warlord’s daughter, Lady 
Sarnai, is the only thing keeping the peace. However, Lady Sarnai demands 
three magical dresses — one made from the laughter of the sun, one from 
the tears of the moon, and one from the blood of stars — before she can 
marry the Emperor. With the fate of their country at stake, Maia and Edan 
embark on a quest along a reimagined silk road in search of the sun, the 
moon, and the stars.

Sizzling with forbidden romance and shimmering with magic, SPIN THE DAWN 
is perfect for YA fantasy readers.

We’ll publish Book Two in May 2020.
 



THE WAKING FOREST

A chilling novel about a girl with terrifying visions and a wish-granting witch 
whose lives collide in the most unexpected of ways.

The waking forest has secrets. To Rhea, it appears like a mirage, dark and 
dense, at the very edge of her backyard. But when she reaches out to touch it, 
the forest vanishes. She’s desperate to know more — until she finds a peculiar 
boy who offers to reveal its secrets.

To the Witch, the forest is her home, where she sits on her throne of carved 
bone, waiting for dreaming children to beg her to grant their wishes. One night, 
a mysterious visitor arrives and asks her what she wishes for . . . 

Something is stirring in the forest and, when Rhea and the Witch’s paths meet, 
a truth more treacherous and deadly than either could ever imagine surfaces. 

This atmospheric novel is a dark fairy tale for YA readers.
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CATWOMAN: Soulstealer

Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to be publishing the DC ICONS series — four 
stand-alone YA novels based on the DC Comics superheroes, each one written by a 
different critically acclaimed and bestselling author. We published WONDERWOMAN: 
Warbringer by Leigh Bardugo in August 2017. In January 2018, we published BATMAN: 
Nightwalker by Marie Lu, followed by CATWOMAN: Soulstealer by Sarah J. Maas in August 
2018. We’ll conclude with SUPERMAN: Dawnbreaker by Matt de la Peña in March 2019. 

Gotham City has not been kind to Selina Kyle. In order to survive, she has become a petty 
thief and an undefeated street fighter. When Selina is arrested, a mysterious woman offers 
her a chance to get out of jail — if she joins the League of Assassins.

Two years later, after completing the League’s brutal training regimen, Selina returns 
to Gotham City. Batman’s heir apparent, Batwing, is trying to contain the city’s criminal 
activity; but from the moment Selina steps off her private jet, disguised as the socialite 
Holly Vanderhees, she senses that Gotham City could be quickly brought under her control. 
Selina sets her plan into motion, attending galas, ingratiating herself with the devilishly 
handsome Luke Fox, and teaming up with the worst criminals in Gotham City: Poison Ivy 
and Harley Quinn. With both Batwing and the League of Assassins following her every 
move, Selina will risk everything in the ultimate heist. It’s time to see how many lives this 
cat has . .  . 
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SUPERMAN: Dawnbreaker

High school is tough on everyone, even the future Man of Steel. 

When Clark Kent saves another teen’s life in a superhuman feat, it seems like he 
may have sparked a new friendship. Unfortunately, Bryan is the heir to the Mankins 
Corporation, the business buying up all of the farms in Smallville and beyond. There 
are rumors they’re conducting secret experiments, and the migrant workers in town 
have begun picketing outside their headquarters. The unrest in town is building, and 
so are Clark’s abilities. It’s time for his father to tell him the truth: Clark isn’t from 
Earth. He must decide how this information will determine his identity and what’s 
really going on with the Mankins Corporation before it’s too late.

In this fourth DC Icons book, the seeds of hate are destined to be destroyed by the 
boy who will one day become Superman.

Rights to the DC ICONS licensed to: 
Brazil – Sextante 

Bulgaria – Ciela Norma
China – Jieli Publishing House 

Czech Republic – Albatros
England – Penguin Random House UK 

France – Bayard
Germany – DTV

Hungary – Konyvmolykepzo Kiado
Indonesia – Mizan
Italy – Rizzoli Libri

Poland – Mag Jacek Rodek
Portugal – 20/20 Editora

Romania – Editura Art 
Russia – AST 

Serbia – Urban Reads
Spain – Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial 

Turkey – Pegasus Yayincilik
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THE DARK DESCENT OF ELIZABETH 
FRANKENSTEIN

In celebration of the 200-year anniversary of Mary Shelley’s iconic FRANKENSTEIN, 
bestselling author Kiersten White (AND I DARKEN) has penned a chilling account of the 
mad scientist’s young bride, Elizabeth.

Elizabeth Lavenza is a foundling girl with nothing to her name when she is taken in by 
the Frankenstein family. She is rescued from a cruel foster home by Madame and Judge 
Frankenstein’s desperate hope that her angelic face and calm demeanor will soothe 
the cruel and unpredictable rages of their son, Victor. Faced with the opportunity to 
break free from her past, young Elizabeth does everything she can to endear herself to 
Victor – including indulging his most troubling tendencies. In doing so, she becomes 
his most treasured possession.

Now a young woman, Elizabeth must track down an aloof Victor and persuade him 
to wed her, lest she return to the destitution into which she was born. But Victor has 
become preoccupied with mad desires and fantasies, and something monstrous seems 
to loom at every corner. Elizabeth must save Victor from the darkness that threatens 
to overtake him. But will she lose her soul in the process?

Poignant yet disturbing, this novel is bound to captivate teen readers.

 
Rights to THE DARK DESCENT OF ELIZABETH FRANKENSTEIN licensed to: 

Brazil – V&R 
Italy – HarperCollins Italia

Latin America – V&R
Mexico – V&R

Poland – Wydawnictwo Kobiece  
Russia – AST 

Turkey – Dogan Egmont 
 
 



HOUSE OF SALT AND SORROWS 

This debut is a visually rich Gothic novel that blends elements of romance, fantasy, and horror.
 
Four of Annaleigh Thaumas’s eleven sisters have returned to the Salt, their lives cut short, each more 
tragically than the last. Whispers throughout the Highmoor estate say the famous “Thaumas dozen” 
have been cursed by the gods. When Annaleigh, the sixth born, begins to see a series of horrific, 
ghostly visions and more sisters die, she must solve the mystery and unravel the Thaumas curse 
before she descends into madness . . . or before the curse claims her next.

Full of twists, turns, and lush cinematic writing, this gripping tale will keep readers up long past dark.

BRITISH ONLY
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING WILDE 
AT HEART

Poetry fans will love this tender story of one 17-year-old boy’s journey through first love 
and first heartbreak, told in transcripts, book reports, lists, haikus, and prose.

When Ken goes to the mall, the last thing he expects is to fall in love. But then he meets 
a blonde, grey-eyed boy named Ran. Ran is Ken’s first kiss, and his first love. But, as 
quickly as he enters Ken’s life, Ran disappears. With the help of his best friends, Estelle 
and Cazz, and his Oscar Wilde book club, Ken will learn to accept one of Oscar Wilde’s 
truest adages: “The very essence of romance is uncertainty.”

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING WILDE AT HEART is an effortlessly diverse LGBTQ romance 
that centers on heartache, fitting in, and other relatable struggles.

BRITISH ONLY



COME FIND ME 

The newest heart-pounding thriller by New York Times bestselling author 
Megan Miranda about two teens who connect over a cosmic mystery. 

After surviving an infamous family tragedy, 16-year-old Kennedy Jones has 
made it her mission to keep her brother’s study of the cosmos alive. But then 
something disturbs the frequency on his radio telescope: a pattern registering 
where no signal should transmit. In a neighboring county, 17-year-old Nolan 
Chandler is determined to find out what really happened the day his brother 
unexpectedly disappeared. There hasn’t been a single lead for two years, until 
Nolan picks up an odd signal: a pattern coming from his brother’s bedroom.

Drawn together by these strange signals and their family tragedies, Kennedy 
and Nolan search for the origin of the mysterious frequency — and discover 
their lives are connected in more ways than one. 

BRITISH ONLY

 

Rights to FRAGMENTS OF THE LOST licensed to: 
England – Penguin Random House UK  
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INTERMEDIATE 
FICTION



MAX & THE MIDKNIGHTS

From the author of the New York Times bestselling BIG NATE series comes a bold, new
illustrated adventure sure to inspire knights-in-training and laughs-in-waiting. 

Max wants to be a knight . . . too bad that dream is about as likely as finding a friendly
dragon. But when the cruel King Gastley kidnaps Max’s Uncle Budrick, Max has to
act — and fast.

Joined by a band of brave adventurers calling themselves the Midknights, Max sets 
out on a thrilling quest to save Uncle Budrick and restore the realm of Byjovia to its 
former high spirits.

Magic and (mis)adventures abound in this hilarious illustrated, stand-alone novel.

 
Rights to MAX & THE MIDKNIGHTS licensed to: 

Czech Republic – Albatros 
Germany – Random House Germany 

Italy – Edizioni Piemme 
Israel – Keter  

The Netherlands – De Fontein 
Spain – Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial 
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SHINE!

Everyone deserves to shine in this brand new middle grade novel from the New York Times 
bestselling author of ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY Chris Grabenstein and 
coauthor J.J. Grabenstein.
 
“Shine on!” might be the catchphrase of 12-year-old Piper’s hero, the astronaut, astronomer, 
and television host Nellie Dumont Frisse, but Piper knows the truth. Some people are born 
to shine, and she’s just not one of them. This fact becomes abundantly clear when her dad’s 
new job lands them both at Chumley Prep, a posh private school where everyone seems to 
be the very best at something . . . and where Piper definitely doesn’t fit in.
 
Bursting with humor, heart, science, possibilities, and big questions, SHINE! is a story about 
finding your place in the universe — a story about figuring out who you are and who you 
want to be.
 

Rights to ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY licensed in 19 languages. 
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WE’RE NOT FROM HERE

New York Times bestselling author Geoff Rodkey delivers a topical, sci-fi middle-grade 
novel that proves friendship and laughter can transcend even a galaxy of differences.  

Life hasn’t been the same since Lan’s family left Mars in search of a new home. Earth was 
destroyed long ago. Their only chance now: Planet Choom. But this faraway land already 
plays host to several alien creatures, and not everyone on Choom is ready to welcome 
more newcomers. In a final compromise, the aliens agree to allow one family on a trial 
basis to see if humans can be peaceful, and Lan’s family has been selected. 

Coexisting on Choom is not going well, however. Lan’s comedy fails to impress the teachers 
at his new school, and Lan’s sister Ila is forbidden from singing, as showing emotions is 
discouraged in Choom society. Most of the residents of Choom are openly hostile to Lan’s 
family. If they want to stay on Planet Choom, they’ll have to find common ground with 
their new neighbors, and quickly; the remaining humans are running out of supplies on 
their ship and will need to land soon . . . 

Geoff Rodkey delivers a hard-hitting and honest, yet funny, look at what it means to be 
new in a strange land, and how we all find a way home.



THE 47 PEOPLE YOU’LL MEET 
IN MIDDLE SCHOOL

THE 47 PEOPLE YOU’LL MEET IN MIDDLE SCHOOL is a relatable and heartfelt story 
about one girl’s attempt to enlighten her sister about what she can expect in middle 
school. 

Augusta has just started middle school and her little sister Louie keeps asking what 
it’s like. Augusta is too busy actually experiencing middle school to give Louie an 
answer. But over winter break, she decides to write Louie one long letter, detailing 
the 47 people she’ll meet in middle school and how these people will change her life. 

With wit and warmth, Kristin Mahoney, author of ANNIE’S LIFE IN LISTS, delivers 
another charming story. Told in epistolary format, this book is perfect for reluctant 
readers and every nervous kid approaching middle school.
 

 
Rights to ANNIE’S LIFE IN LISTS licensed to: 

China – ThinKingdom Media Group
France – Editions Casterman

Germany – Kosmos
Turkey – Altin Kitaplar
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FOREVER NEVERLAND

What if Peter Pan wanted to take you to Neverland? Would you go? 

Clover and Fergus are the great-great-grandchildren of Wendy Darling. Now Peter Pan 
wants to take them to Neverland for the adventure of their lives. But Clover’s a little 
nervous — she’s supposed to look after her brother, Fergus. He has autism and not 
everyone makes him feel welcome. What if she can’t protect him in this magical world? 

As for Fergus, Neverland seems like a dream come true. He’s tired of Clover always 
protecting him and wants some independence, like Peter and the Lost Boys have. He 
wonders: why can’t the real world be more like Neverland?

Written by the author of NUTCRACKED, this contemporary sequel to J.M. Barrie’s 
PETER PAN explores Neverland with a fresh perspective and indelible warmth, offering 
new adventure to a beloved classic.

 
Rights to NUTCRACKED licensed to: 

Czech Republic – Albatros
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OPERATION FROG EFFECT

OPERATION FROG EFFECT is the tale of what happens when eight very different kids unite 
for one cause they all believe in. 

The fifth graders at White Oak Elementary have never had a teacher like Ms. Graham. She 
loves frogs, teaches lessons that involve throwing eggs from buildings, and encourages 
students to send each other letters through class mailboxes. When she assigns a social 
issues project, one group decides to spend the night being homeless, ultimately putting 
Ms. Graham’s job in jeopardy. It’s up to Ms. Graham’s students to take what they’ve 
learned about standing up and speaking out to help Ms. Graham get her job back. 

Told in eight perspectives, including one in graphic novel form, this heartwarming story 
navigates timely issues in a way that is both kid-friendly and relatable. 
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Rights to THE LOSERS CLUB licensed to:
Italy – Rizzoli Libri
Japan – Kodansha

Korea – Woongjin ThinkBig
Russia – Kariera Press

Taiwan – Yuan-Liou Publishing
Turkey – Gunisigi Kitapligi

 

THE FRIENDSHIP WAR

A story about fads and friendship from Andrew Clements, the bestselling author of 
THE LOSERS CLUB and FRINDLE.

Grace and Ellie have been best friends since second grade. Grace loves numbers 
and equations; Ellie loves coming up with elaborate schemes and plans. When Grace 
inadvertently starts a new fad at school, it upsets the balance of their friendship. 
Ellie is unaccustomed to not being the star, and Grace is unaccustomed to standing 
up to Ellie. With the help of Grace’s new friend Hank, Grace will have to figure out 
a new equation to put her life back in balance. 

THE FRIENDSHIP WAR is a perfect addition to any middle grade reader’s library. 
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A SWIRL OF OCEAN

In her second novel, Melissa Sarno has created a touching, contemporary story 
with unexplained magic.

12-year-old Summer loves the ocean. She has lived in Barnes Bluff Bay since 
she was a toddler, when Lindy found her alone on the beach. It’s been the two 
of them ever since . . . until Lindy’s boyfriend moves in. Change is in the air, and 
Summer starts to feel uncertain about her place with Lindy. One night, Summer 
gets caught in a riptide and swallows mouthfuls of seawater. Later, she dreams of 
Tink, a girl her age, living in the same town, but not in that same time. Summer 
continues to dream about Tink and is convinced they are connected. Could Tink 
know the truth about her lost parents?

In this timeless novel about family and friendship, Summer will discover that 
sometimes the answers you need aren’t necessarily the answers you want — but 
they’re the ones that can change everything.
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A TALE MAGNOLIOUS: 
The Adventures of an Orphan, 

Her Elephant, and Some Rather 
Unusual Seeds

Middle grade readers will warm to this story of an orphan and an elephant who band together 
to save a lovelorn town.

Nitty Luce is an orphan and a thief on the run. Old Magnolious is a circus elephant sentenced 
to death. When these two misfits come face-to-face, they form an immediate bond. 

Nitty and Mag end up on a barren farm in Fortune’s Bluff, a town withered by a decade of dust 
storms. While most would be deterred by the farm’s curmudgeonly owner Windle Homes, 
Nitty sees past his harsh exterior and promises to bring the farm back to life, with the help of 
some magical seeds.

Will Nitty and Mag be able to save Fortune’s Bluff and make a new, safe home for themselves? 
Doing so might just take a miracle . . . 

Featuring a loveable elephant and a spunky female protagonist, A TALE MAGNOLIOUS will 
resonate with fans of magical realism. 

 
Rights to SERENDIPITY’S FOOTSTEPS licensed to: 

Portugal – 20/20 Editora 

Suzanne M. Nelson

the adventures of
an orphan, her elephant,

and some rather unusual seeds

the adventures ofofof

Old Mag_cvr comp_revised4.indd   1 8/8/18   10:45 AM
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HOW I BECAME A SPY

From award-winning author Deborah Hopkinson comes HOW I BECAME A SPY, a story 
of high stakes, survival, and friendship during World War II. 

In 1944 London, an American girl named Eleanor and a British boy named Bertie come 
into possession of a spy’s secret diary — a diary that might hold the key to preventing 
the Germans from discovering the date for the D-Day landings. The spy has disappeared 
and his diary is written in code. Eleanor and Bertie must break the code before people 
who can’t be trusted try to steal the diary from them. 

This captivating novel with an interesting spin on history will have readers on the edge 
of their seats until the very end. 

 
Rights to THE GREAT TROUBLE licensed to: 

Japan – Asunaro Shobo
Korea – Seedbook 
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THE TRUTH ABOUT MARTIANS

From the author of LEMONS comes a story about finding your place in the universe. 

When on a Martian hunt, one should never forget the following: a slingshot, a canteen 
of water, and — very important — some kind of peace offering. Of course, Mylo doesn’t 
believe in Martians. But when a flying saucer crash-lands next to his home, he can’t help 
but investigate. 

With his best friend and crush in tow, Mylo sets off on an adventure that will teach him 
about friendship, loss, and believing the unbelievable.

This is a terrific mix of commercial and literary fiction — perfect for middle grade readers.

Rights to LEMONS licensed to: 
England – Chicken House

Romania – Corint

Rights to LEMONS and THE TRUTH ABOUT MARTIANS licensed to: 
England – Chicken House
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GHOST AND BONE

A twisty middle grade adventure about a cursed boy who embarks on a magical, ghostly 
journey. 

Oscar Grimstone is a normal kid — aside from his secret curse. Whenever he touches 
something living, like a flower or his classroom goldfish, it always seems to die. But then 
Oscar discovers an even bigger secret: he has the ability to transform into a ghost. 

Just when Oscar thinks things can’t get any stranger, two ghosts show up at his home in 
a skeleton carriage. He joins them on a journey beyond the real world to a place where 
no human has ever set foot: the city of ghosts. There Oscar hopes to find out the truth 
behind his unusual abilities. 

With a fast-paced plot and intriguing mystery, GHOST AND BONE is sure to be a spooky 
delight for young readers. 

BRITISH ONLY
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THE ROOT OF MAGIC

THE ROOT OF MAGIC is an emotional family story with a touch of magic. 

Willow knows the unknown is scary — especially when your little brother has been sick for 
a long time and nobody has been able to figure out why. All Willow wants is for her brother 
to get better and for her life to go back to normal. 

But when Willow and her family find themselves stranded in an unusual town in the middle 
of nowhere, their lives begin to change in the most unexpected way. Willow soon discovers 
that the town isn’t just unusual — it’s magical. If Willow can uncover the root of the town’s 
magic, she may be able to save her family after all. 

This beautiful novel will appeal to readers looking for magic in every day life.

BRITISH ONLY



INTERMEDIATE SERIES
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A SMALL ZOMBIE PROBLEM

In his fiction debut, illustrator K.G. Campbell has created a strange and wonderful story 
about a lonely young boy whose life gets complicated when a zombie follows him home 
one day.

August DuPont has spent his life in a dilapidated house with his Aunt Hydrangea, never 
once venturing outside. But his existence is changed by a sudden invitation to have 
lunch with another aunt he didn’t even know existed. August travels to meet his Aunt 
Orchid and cousins, who are equally shocked to know he exists. Orchid’s suggestion that 
August attend school with his cousins is a dream come true. But August has scarcely 
begun to celebrate his reversal of fortune when he is confronted by a small problem on 
his way home — a tenacious little zombie girl named Claudette who simply won’t leave 
August alone. So begins an adventure involving a child fortune-teller, a fabled white 
alligator, and a family secret wilder than August could even imagine.

A popular picture book creator who gained acclaim as the illustrator of Kate DiCamillo’s 
Newbery Honor winning novel FLORA AND ULYSSES, K.G. Campbell’s first foray into older 
fiction is a real treat. Unforgettable details, terrific humor, some genuine scares, and a 
quirky cast of characters make this a book that charms and surprises on every page.

We’ll publish Book Two: THE ZOMBIE STONE in August 2020 and Book Three: AUGUST 
OF THE ZOMBIES in October 2021.



AWESOME DOG 5000 

This new illustrated novel will have young gamers laughing out loud.

Marty, Ralph, and Skyler might make the ultimate secret combo when battling 
alien-slime ninjas on their favorite video game. But in real life they’re just regular 
kids . . . until the three best friends discover Awesome Dog 5000, a robotic dog with 
very real powers. 

Awesome Dog can “bark” a sonic boom, “walk” over 300 miles per hour, and “fetch” 
with an atomic cannon. Life for Marty, Ralph, and Skyler just got a major turbo-boost. 

With black and white illustrations throughout and a code to break at the end, AWESOME 
DOG 5000 is a highly commercial action-comedy readers won’t want to miss.

We’ll publish Book Two, AWESOME DOG VS. THE MANIAC MAYOR, in March 2020.
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J U S T I N  D E A N

HE’S THE PET 

WITH THE 

TURBO JET!

Dean_9780525644811_cvr_all_r5.indd   1 8/13/18   12:12 PM



SAMANTHA SPINNER AND 
THE SUPER-SECRET PLANS

SAMANTHA SPINNER AND 
THE SPECTACULAR SPECS

Samantha’s Uncle Paul has disappeared and left behind the following:

 •   Samantha’s sister got a check for $2,400,000,000.
 •   Samantha’s brother got the New York Yankees.
 •   Samantha got a rusty red umbrella.

As Sam and her brother start digging for clues about Uncle Paul’s disappearance, they discover 
that the umbrella is a key to a larger plot — one that means their uncle is in grave danger. To save 
him, Sam, her brother, and their trusty dog will have to travel across the world and steer clear of 
a mysterious band of ninjas.

In Book Two, Samantha, equipped with her super-secret plans and her brother Nipper’s help, sets 
off on more globe-trotting adventures with her new spectacular specs — sunglasses that reveal 
secret messages that she’s sure Uncle Paul left for her. The glasses came with a warning, though: 
“Watch out for the SUN.” If the SUN is anywhere close to how dangerous the RAIN was, she’s 
headed for trouble.

Author Russell Ginns is a game designer, and these stories are full of puzzles and codes to solve. 
Information about each country and landmark that Sam and her brother visit are also included at 
the end of each chapter. Both boys and girls will enjoy these funny, original adventures. 

Rights to SAMANTHA SPINNER series licensed to: 
France – Flammarion 

Germany – Arena Verlag
Turkey – Altin Kitaplar

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Russell Ginns
Barbara Fisinger
208
8 — 12  
February 27, 2018 / February 26, 2019



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Chris Grabenstein
304 
8 – 12 
May 7, 2019

MR. LEMONCELLO’S ALL-STAR 
BREAKOUT GAME

In Book Four of the New York Times bestselling LEMONCELLO series — now licensed in 
19 languages — Mr. Lemoncello has young gamers compete in a televised escape-the-
room game.

After months of anticipation, Mr. Lemoncello is taking his games out of the library and 
broadcasting live across the nation on the world famous Kidzapalooza Television Network. 
Everyone’s invited to audition, but only a lucky few will be chosen to compete in front of 
millions of viewers in a brand new, completely immersive, live-action game.

Kyle Keeley is determined to win. Each team will have to make it through five separate 
rooms to find the answer to a puzzle that will unlock the door and allow them to get out 
of the room. But nothing is ever as it seems with Mr. Lemoncello . . . 

Fans of the LEMONCELLO books or the original Nickelodeon movie are in for a surprise 
with MR. LEMONCELLO’S ALL-STAR BREAKOUT GAME.



ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY
19 Languages 

Australia - Random House Australia
Brazil  - Editorial Bertrands
Bulgaria - Ciela Norma
China  - Beijing Yutian
England - Penguin Random House UK
France  - Editions Milan
Germany - Verlag Freies Geistesleben
Greece  - Metaixmio
Hungary - Konyvmolykepzo Kiado
Italy   - Rizzoli Libri
Japan  - Kadokawa
Korea  - E*Public
Poland  - Editorial Foksal
Portugal - Editorial Presenca
Romania - Corint
Russia  - Kariera Press
Spain  - Hidra
Turkey  - Altin Kitaplar
Vietnam - Tre Publishing



WILD FAIRIES 
Book One: Daisy’s Decorating Dilemma 

Book Two: Lily’s Water Woes
Book Three: Poppy’s Silly Seasons

WILD FAIRIES is an adorable, full-color series about adventurous fairies and other fantastical 
creatures — with a focus on nature.

In Book One, DAISY’S DECORATING DILEMMA, Daisy and her friends are excited to plan the 
Blossom Bash, the biggest party of the year. But none of the fairies can agree on a theme, so 
it’s up to Daisy to make the final decision. 

In Book Two, LILY’S WATER WOES, Lily, who is a fairy and a mermaid, feels a little left out as 
her fellow fairies travel to the beach and forest. But Lily doesn’t know that her fairy friends have 
a terrific surprise planned so that she can travel with them too. 

In Book Three, POPPY’S SILLY SEASONS, it’s time for the leaves to turn orange in Fall, but 
Poppy isn’t quite ready. She loves summer. In fact she loves it so much she forgot to plan the 
Fall harvest. She’ll have to race against the clock in order to get things done. 

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Brandi Dougherty
Renée Kurilla
112 
6 — 9
May 8, 2018 / May 8, 2018 / April 30, 2019



•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Craig Robinson and Adam Mansbach
Keith Knight
176
8 – 12 
March 28, 2017 / March 26, 2019

JAKE THE FAKE 
Book One: Jake the Fake Keeps It Real

Book Two: Jake the Fake Goes for Laughs

Comedian/film star Craig Robinson, New York Times bestselling author Adam Mansbach, 
and award-winning cartoonist Keith Knight team up in the newest addition to the illustrated 
novel genre.

In Book One, Jake is a jokester who fakes his way into a middle school for gifted artists; 
however, he is not artistic at all. How will Jake survive his new school, especially as the 
student talent show draws near? There’s no way he can laugh his way out of this one . . .

In Book Two, no one is more surprised than Jake when he impresses everyone at the Music 
& Art Academy talent show with a few jokes. This class clown finally found his calling and he 
isn’t ready to step away from the limelight. But Jake’s new ego is no laughing matter. When 
Jake starts ignoring his friends to pursue his “art,” his big head becomes a huge problem. 
Jake needs to learn a thing or two about humor and humility before he loses all his biggest 
fans and best friends.

Featuring more than 200 illustrations, JAKE THE FAKE is a humorous series perfect for 
reluctant readers.

 

Rights to JAKE THE FAKE licensed to:
Czech Republic – Nakladatelstvi Jota

France – La Martiniere



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Geoff Rodkey / Jacqueline West
Hatem Aly
288
8 – 12 
March 6, 2018 / January 15, 2019

THE STORY PIRATES PRESENT  
Book One: Stuck in the Stone Age

Book Two: Digging Up Danger

Random House Children’s Books is excited to partner with The Story Pirates, an education 
organization that teams up with notable authors to bring fun story ideas, created by actual 
children, to the page. 

In Book One, STUCK IN THE STONE AGE, written by New York Times bestseller Geoff Rodkey, 
a time machine strands a bumbling janitor and a brilliant scientist in the Stone Age.

In Book Two, DIGGING UP DANGER, written by Jacqueline West, Eliza’s botanist mother takes 
an assignment identifying some unusual plants, and the two wind up embroiled in a stolen 
plant mystery. 

Featuring tips on how to write your own story, these funny and imaginative adventures will 
delight young readers and writers.

 

Rights to THE STORY PIRATES PRESENT series licensed to:
Italy – Mondadori Libri



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne
AG Ford
96
6 — 9  
January 8, 2019

MAGIC TREE HOUSE #31: 
Warriors in Winter

Jack and Annie have met knights, pirates, ninjas, and Vikings, but 
they’ve never met the most fearsome warriors of all: Roman soldiers. 
When the magic tree house whisks them back to the early 100’s AD, 
Jack and Annie are thrust into the battle arena with famous warrior 
and philosopher, Marcus Aurelius.



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne and Natalie Pope Boyce
AG Ford
128
7 — 10  
January 8, 2019

MAGIC TREE HOUSE FACT TRACKER: 
Warriors

When Jack and Annie came back from their adventure in MAGIC TREE HOUSE #31: 
Warriors in Winter, they had lots of questions. What kinds of weapons did the ancient 
Greeks use? How did Roman soldiers fight? Why did the Mongols battle on horseback? 
Who was known as the Conqueror? Find out the answers to these questions and more 
as Jack and Annie track the facts about famous warriors.



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne
AG Ford
96
6 — 9  
July 9, 2019

MAGIC TREE HOUSE #32: 
To the Future, Ben Franklin!

Jack and Annie know all about Ben Franklin. He was a founding father of the United States, a journalist, 
and a famous inventor. When the magic tree house whisks them back to meet the man himself, they’re not 
sure what their mission is. But Ben Franklin has a mission of his own. Intrigued by Jack and Annie, he’s 
curious to learn more about where they came from . . . and very curious about their tree house.

MAGIC TREE HOUSE FACT TRACKER: 
Benjamin Franklin

When Jack and Annie came back from their adventure in Magic Tree House #32: To the Future, Ben Franklin! 
they had lots of questions. What was Ben Franklin’s first job? How did a kite teach him about electricity? 
What are some of Ben’s most famous inventions? Why did he have so many nicknames? Find out the answers 
to these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts about Benjamin Franklin.

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mary Pope Osborne
Isidre Monés
128
7 — 10  
July 9, 2019



MAGIC TREE HOUSE
29 Languages 

Albania    - Morava
Arab World   - Hachette Antoine
Australia   - Penguin Random House Australia
Brazil    - Editora DCL
Bulgaria   - Art Eternal
China    - Penguin Random House China
Czech Republic   - Fragment
Denmark   - Forlaget Carlsen
England   - Penguin Random House UK
France    -  Bayard Press
Germany   - Loewe Verlag GmbH
Hungary   - Animus Kiado
Italy    - Piemme Junior
Japan    - Kadokawa
Korea     - BIR

Latin America    - Lectorum
Mongolia    - Bolor Sudar
The Netherlands  - Zuidnederlandse
Norway     - Cappelen Damm
Poland     - Mamania
Portugal    - Edicoes ASA
Romania     - Paralela 45
Russia     - Kariera Press
Spain     - Ediciones SM 
Sweden    - Wahlstroms/Massolit
Taiwan     - Global Kids
Thailand    - MIS Publishing
Turkey     - Domingo
U.S. (Spanish)    - Lectorum



GRAPHIC NOVELS



Coming soon…
A great graphic novel for every reader!

 
 

Random House Children’s Books is delighted to announce the launch of Random House Graphic —  a dedicated graphic novel imprint.
 

Under the direction of Gina Gagliano, formerly of First Second Books, Random House Graphic will publish commercial and literary comics 
and graphic novels across a variety of genres for children and young adults. Set to launch in Spring 2020 and with an aim of increasing the 

breadth and depth of graphic novel publishing, the imprint will feature a diverse group of creators — including many new authors and artists.
 

The Random House Graphic program will expand on the current list of graphic novel offerings currently published 
by Random House Children’s Books  — including popular series such as BABYMOUSE by Jennifer L. Holm and Matthew Holm, 

HILO by Judd Winick, LUCY & ANDY NEANDERTHAL by Jeffrey Brown, and 5 WORLDS, written by Mark Siegel and Alexis Siegel 
and illustrated by Xanthe Bouma, Matt Rockefeller and Boya Sun.

 
Gina Gagliano is well known in the world of graphic novels, having designed programming for comics festivals, trade shows, 

and library events as well as working on numerous comics initiatives.She recently launched and co-hosts a podcast called “Graphic Novels TK.”
 

 http://www.comicsbeat.com/author/graphic-novel-tk/
https://twitter.com/graphicnoveltk?lang=en

 
In addition to Gagliano, the imprint will feature a dedicated staff to design, produce, publicize and market all titles.

 
We look forward to introducing you to Random House Graphic in the months ahead!

 



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Judd Winick
208 
8 — 12
September 1, 2015 / May 17, 2016 / 
February 21, 2017 / January 16, 2018 / 
February 5, 2019

HILO 
Book One: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth
Book Two: Saving the Whole Wide World

Book Three: The Great Big Boom
Book Four: Waking the Monsters

Book Five: Then Everything Went Wrong

This funny, middle-grade graphic novel series is perfect for fans of comic books as well as laugh-out-
loud school adventures. 

In Book One, D.J. and his friend Gina are normal kids, having a normal day . . . until a mysterious 
boy named Hilo comes crashing down from the sky. Can D.J., Gina and Hilo unlock the secrets of 
Hilo’s past?

In Book Two, Hilo is just settling into life on earth when strange portals begin opening up, and even 
stranger creatures are coming through them. It’s up to Hilo, DJ, and Gina to send these creatures 
back to their worlds before they destroy the earth.

In Book Three, Gina has been sucked into a mysterious portal. But friends don’t let friends disappear 
into nowhere. With the help of Polly, the magical warrior cat, they’ll have to battle bad guys, face 
disgusting food, and more.

In Book Four, Mega Robot Monsters are suddenly waking up all over and they’re too big for Hilo to 
fight on his own. Luckily, he has Gina and some brand-new superpowers to help.

In Book Five, everyone’s favorite warrior cat, Polly, is back and Dr. Horizon has arrived on earth. But 
suddenly everything gets turned inside out, and new secrets are revealed.

Filled with full-color art, humor, and fast-paced action, this delightful graphic novel features best 
friends, mutant robot ants, epic battles, annoying big brothers, and more.

 
Rights to HILO licensed to: 

England – Penguin Random House UK
France – Editions Milan (BD Kids)

Germany – Tokyopop
Israel – Yedioth

Norway – Vigmostad & Bjork Forlag



•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mark Siegel and Alexis Siegel
Xanthe Bouma, Matt Rockefeller, and Boya Sun
240 
8 — 12 
May 2, 2017 / May 8, 2018 / May 7, 2019

5 WORLDS 
Book One: The Sand Warrior
Book Two: The Cobalt Prince
Book Three: The Red Maze

5 WORLDS is a compelling graphic novel series featuring rich world-building and gorgeous art.

In Book One, the 5 Worlds are in danger and it’s up to an unlikely trio to face down the forces of 
evil. Can Oona, An Tzu, and Jax light the five beacons in time to save the worlds?

In Book Two, Oona, An Tzu, and Jax visit the blue planet Toki, which is filled with danger and 
unexpected enemies. Each of them will have to make sacrifices if they hope to make it out alive.

In Book Three, Oona is determined to light the beacon and continue her quest to save the galaxy; 
however, the red beacon is surrounded by an impossible maze of pipes. She will need her friends 
more than ever to unlock the secrets of the red planet — and a surprising new magic of her own.

NO FRENCH LANGUAGE RIGHTS

Rights to 5 WORLDS licensed to: 
Israel – Kinneret

Italy – BAO Publishing
Russia – MIF Publishing



LICENSED 
PROPERTIES



STRANGER THINGS

Random House Children’s Books is thrilled to be partnering with Netflix on a publishing 
program for books based on the critically acclaimed Netflix original science fiction-horror 
series, STRANGER THINGS. With ten Emmy nominations and four Golden Globe nominations 
to date, the show has become a worldwide cultural phenomenon. The unique combination of 
‘80s nostalgia and character-driven stories attracts fans of all ages, which will be reflected 
in the variety of formats offered as part of the publishing program. 

We’ll launch the program in November 2018 with HOW TO SURVIVE IN A STRANGER THINGS 
WORLD, a hardcover crossover gift book packed with life advice for STRANGER THINGS fans 
young and old, featuring full-color photos from the series and quotes from Dustin, Steve, 
Eleven, and the other characters. 

In Spring 2019, we’ll publish two more titles. HAWKINS HIGH YEARBOOK, a four-color book 
designed to look like a yearbook from the 1980s, will include everything fans need to know 
from the show — the characters, the settings, the fashion, the music, the Demogorgon, the 
experiments on Eleven, and the Upside Down. We’ll also be publishing a STRANGER THINGS 
YA novel, perfect for fans ages 12 and up.

Our program will continue in Summer 2019 with WILL BYERS’ SECRET FILES, an in-world 
scrapbook, which will include interiors made to look like ruled loose leaf paper with “taped-in” 
photos and drawings documenting the adventures of Will and his friends. The cover will be 
designed to look like a 1980s Trapper Keeper binder. 

Young fans awaiting the release of Season Three, slated for Summer 2019, will devour these 
books faster than Eleven with a box of Eggo Waffles. 

Rights to STRANGER THINGS licensed to: 
France – Hachette Jeunesse 

Germany – Loewe Verlag GmbH
Italy – Mondadori Libri  
Poland – JK Publishing

Spain (World) – Oceano Mexico

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Netflix
240 
10 +
November 13, 2018 / March 12, 2019 / May 21, 2019 / July 2, 2019



 Coming soon . . .
AVATAR

Released in 2009, James Cameron’s AVATAR is the highest-grossing film in motion picture history, with a worldwide box office gross 
of nearly $2.8 billion. Mesmerizing all ages across the globe with its otherworldly visuals and groundbreaking special effects, the 
film quickly became a worldwide phenomenon.  AVATAR was named best picture at the Golden Globe Awards and won numerous 
Academy Awards®.
 
Random House Children’s Books is excited to partner with Lightstorm Entertainment and 20th Century Fox Consumer Products 
on a worldwide publishing program for AVATAR and four upcoming film sequels. Working with visionary director James Cameron, 
Penguin Random House will develop and release a wide range of books across all formats, beginning with young adult novels and 
guide books in 2020.  
 
The publishing program will expand and enrich the AVATAR universe through a multi-year publishing strategy that will begin during 
the lead-up to AVATAR 2, due for release on December 18, 2020, and continue through and beyond the release of AVATAR 5.



PICTURE
BOOKS



•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kari Anne Holt
Kenard Pak
32 
3 — 7    
October 1, 2019

I WONDER 

Inspired by real life conversations with kids, author Kari Anne Holt makes her picture book debut 
with I WONDER, a whimsical story for fans of THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE.
 
This unusual text follows a group of children throughout the day as each one tries to make sense 
of the world as they see it. Questions such as, “What do clouds taste like?” and “Do my toys 
miss me when I’m gone?” speak to a child’s unique point of view and encourage imaginative and 
creative thinking. Nothing is more powerful than seeing something for the first time, and these 
whimsical questions will encourage all readers to take a fresh look around them.

 





JASPER & OLLIE 

In their first book, best friends Jasper (an impatient, impulsive fox) and 
Ollie (a thoughtful, deliberate sloth) decide to go to the pool together.

But as Jasper races ahead — crashing into the mailman, speeding past 
the ice cream truck — Ollie takes his time, pausing to admire a butterfly 
and stopping to help the mailman pick up his letters.

Told in a clever design that shows Jasper’s hectic morning compared with 
Ollie’s casual stroll, this simple and appealing story is a celebration of 
friendship and appreciating each other’s differences.

 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Alex Willan
40 
3 — 7     
May 14, 2019





I’M A UNICORN
I’M A NARWHAL

Here are two charming magical stories, starring two of the world’s most adorable 
creatures.

In I’M A UNICORN little ones who love fairy tales can learn all about the magical 
lives of unicorns.

In I’M A NARWHAL readers will dive under the sea and meet one of the ocean’s most 
mysterious animals.

We’ll publish the third book in the series, I’M A DRAGON, in Spring 2020.

•Author: 
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mallory C. Loehr
Joey Chou
24 
2 — 5    
January 9, 2018 / May 14, 2019





BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB GOES TO SCHOOL 

In this sequel to BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB, Bunny and his forest friends are heading to class to make 
sure their young friend Josie has the best first day of school ever.

Bunny and his friends meet at the town library every Saturday morning for their book club. But 
one summer day, their library buddy, Josie, confesses to Bunny that she’s nervous about starting 
school. Bunny has an idea: he’ll go with her. Soon Bunny’s friends Bear, Raccoon, Bird, Porcupine, 
Squirrel, Mole, Mouse, and Frog decide to join him — and Josie’s first day of school turns into a 
critter-filled adventure.

This is a comforting, funny, and fuzzy celebration of friendship. Readers who enjoyed meeting 
Bunny and his book-loving friends in BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB will be thrilled to join this adorable 
bunch in a brand-new story.

•Author:
•Illustrator: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Annie Silvestro
Tatjana Mai-Wyss
40
3 — 7      
June 18, 2019

Rights to BUNNY’S BOOK CLUB licensed to: 
Bulgaria – Fiut Publishing House 

China – Beijing Cheerful 
Japan – Ehonjuku Publishing 

Korea – Greatbooks 
Taiwan – Les Gouttes Press

Turkey – Beyaz Balina
Slovenia – Založba Grafenauer 

Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – Ediciones Jaguar





MY TEACHER IS A ROBOT

From the author of the New York Times bestselling JEDI ACADEMY books, 
as well as our own LUCY AND ANDY NEANDERTHAL series, comes an 
imaginative picture book story about a kid whose creative outlook has 
everyone at school seeing the world through new eyes. 

Fred does not want to go to school. He’s convinced his teacher is a robot. 
Robot teachers force the class do boring work like study ancient history, 
take tests and come inside from recess. Can Fred convince his teacher 
there’s a place in class for creativity and that not all kids learn in the 
same way?
     
A clever picture book that celebrates imagination as well as the teachers 
who encourage their students.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jeffrey Brown
32 
3 — 7   
June 25, 2019

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:





TAKE YOUR PET TO SCHOOL DAY

In this humorous picture book pets sneak their way into school and cause 
one crazy day.

When pets arrive with their kids at Maple View Elementary, it’s total chaos. 
These animals have no respect for school rules. But why did they come to 
school in the first place? It turns out they didn’t want to miss the fun. Now, 
if they want to stay, they’ll have to behave . . . 

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Linda Ashman
Suzanne Kaufman
32
3 — 7  
July 2, 2019





GIRAFFE PROBLEMS

In this delightful companion book to our bestselling PENGUIN PROBLEMS, it 
seems penguins aren’t the only animals with problems . . . 

Cyrus the giraffe can’t understand why is neck is as long and bendy and ridiculous 
as it is. No other animal has a neck this absurd. He’s tried disguising it, dressing 
it up, strategically hiding it behind bushes — anything he can think of.

Just when he’s exhausted his neck-hiding options, a turtle ambles in and helps 
him understand that his neck has a purpose . . . and looks excellent in a bow tie. 

PENGUIN PROBLEMS has over 100,000 copies in print, multiple starred reviews, 
and twelve foreign language licenses, and we’re thrilled to have another riotously 
funny picture book collaboration from the stellar Jory John and Lane Smith.

Rights to GIRAFFE PROBLEMS licensed to: 
China – United Sky 

England – Walker Books
France – Gallimard 

Germany – Carlsen Verlag
Korea – Media Changbi

The Netherlands – Gottmer
Russia – AST

Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – Alba Editorial
Taiwan – Les Gouttes Press 

Turkey – Kirmizi Kedi Yayinlari

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jory John
Lane Smith
40
3 — 7  
September 25, 2018

BY JORY JOHN
ILLUSTRATED BY 
LANE SMITH

$17.99
$23.99 CAN

WHAT?!
Oh. You’ve noticed my neck. 
And you can’t take your eyes off it. 
Don’t worry, I get it. If I were you, I’d 
be looking at me, too. I honestly don’t 
blame you one bit. It’s a pretty tricky 
thing to ignore, this neck. It’s just 
neck, neck, neck … and then more 
neck. There’s nothing I can do about 
it. Believe me, I’ve tried. It doesn’t 
matter if I shrug. Or hunch. Or 
scrunch. Or bunch myself up. My 
neck is here, it’s there, and it’s 
everywhere. There’s no object in 
the world that’s going to conceal this 
thing. I mean, it barely fits within the 
confines of this flap! See? 

Sheesh. 
So, gather ‘round and stare all you 
want. Flip through the pages and 
gawk, or don’t. Read my lament, or 
simply move on. It’s not going to 
change anything. 

So … you’re still looking at my neck, 
huh? And this book hasn’t even 
started yet? 

Sigh.  

JORY JOHN and LANE SMITH are 
the author and illustrator of the multi-
starred and award-winning picture book, 
Penguin Problems, which the School 
Library Journal called a “sublime 
pairing of author and artist [resulting] 
in a rib-tickling exploration of what it 
means to look at the unsunny side.” 
Additionally, The New York Times called 
Penguin Problems both “funny and 
acerbic,” The London Evening Standard 
declared it to be “Hilarious,” and The 
New York Post proclaimed, “This penguin 
is ... basically Larry David in Antarctica! 
Who wouldn’t love that?” 

PENGUIN PROBLEMS 
National Indie Bestseller 
Kirkus starred review
Horn Book starred review
IndieNext top selection
Junior Library Guild Selection
Scholastic Teachers selection
An Irish Times Best Children’s 

Book of the Year
A Bank Street College of Education Best

Children’s Books of the Year

Jacket illustration copyright © 2016 by Lane Smith
Jacket design by Molly Leach
Also available as an ebook
Manufactured in TK
randomhousekids.com

Random House        New York

US $17.99 / $23.99 CAN
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Rights to PENGUIN PROBLEMS licensed to: 
Canada (French) — Scholastic Canada 

China — United Sky 
England — Walker Books 

France — Gallimard 
Germany — Carlsen Verlag 

Italy — Rizzoli Libri 
Korea — Media Changbi 

Russia — AST 
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) — Alba Editorial 

Taiwan — Les Gouttes Press 
Turkey — Kirmizi Kedi Yayinlari



ELBOW GREASE

From World Wrestling Entertainment champion and international mega-celebrity John Cena 
comes ELBOW GREASE, the first in a line of books about a little monster truck and his brothers.

This hardcover picture book marks the beginning of an extensive new program that we will 
build with 2-3 new books per year, including ELBOW GREASE board books, readers, novelty 
books, and a picture book sequel.

The first installment introduces readers to ELBOW GREASE, a little monster truck with a big 
problem. He’s smaller than his four brothers, but he wants to prove that he has the guts to 
do big things. 
 
Inspired by John Cena’s own experiences growing up with four brothers, the story embodies 
his personal recipe for success: ambition, dedication, and heart.

We’ll publish a picture book sequel and board book in 2019; leveled readers, a novelty book, 
and another board book in 2020; and more board books and readers in 2021.

Rights to ELBOW GREASE licensed to: 
Australia and New Zealand – Penguin Random House Australia  

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

John Cena
Howard McWilliam
40
3 — 7  
October 9, 2018





HAROLD LOVES HIS WOOLLY HAT 

This charming picture book celebrates selflessness and the joy of helping 
others. 

Harold is a little bear who loves to wear his hat at all times. He wears it to 
school, when he goes to sleep, and even during the summer. Wearing his 
hat makes him stand out from the other bears. It makes him feel special. 

One day a crow swipes Harold’s hat. How will other bears know that he’s 
special without his hat? He offers the crow worms, blueberries, and even 
his secret collection of shiny things in exchange for his hat, but the crow 
takes those too. Determined to reclaim his hat, Harold climbs up to the 
crow’s nest and finds . . . three baby crows, who are very much enjoying 
Harold’s warm hat, blueberries, and worms. Harold realizes he doesn’t 
need his hat to be special. Being a helpful bear is special too. 

Featuring an endearing character and equally adorable art, HAROLD 
LOVES HIS WOOLLY HAT is a perfect read that shows children a very 
simple way to be special.

Rights to HAROLD LOVES HIS WOOLLY HAT licensed to: 
France – Editions Elcy
Korea – Media Changbi

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Vern Kousky
40 
3 — 7     
December 11, 2018





DUCK & GOOSE: A GIFT FOR GOOSE 

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Tad Hills comes the newest installment in 
the DUCK & GOOSE series, which follows the simple adventures of two best friends.

Duck has a sweet, thoughtful gift for Goose. But Goose thinks the gift is the box itself, 
and he’s so excited for a place to store all his special things. How will Goose react 
when Duck explains that the real gift is inside the box? 

DUCK & GOOSE: A GIFT FOR GOOSE uses a humorous premise to deliver an impor-
tant message about friendship. 

Rights to DUCK & GOOSE series licensed to: 
England – Boxer Books

Lithuania – UAB Baltos Lankos
Russia – ZAO Izdatelskiy dom Burda

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tad Hills
32
4 — 6    
January 8, 2019





DUST BUNNY WANTS A FRIEND

Dust Bunny is lonely; what he wants most of all is a friend. He tries to befriend a 
bug, but the bug ignores him. When he tries to befriend a cat, he makes the cat 
sneeze. It seems as though Dust Bunny might remain lonely forever . . . until he 
is swept under the bed and discovers more dust bunnies. 

Simple text, charming illustrations, and an adorable main character combine to 
make a sweet picture book about friendship.

Rights to the DUST BUNNY WANTS A FRIEND licensed to: 
Japan – Asunaro Shobo 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Amy Hevron
40
3 — 7 
January 22, 2019





DRAGONS ARE REAL!
UNICORNS ARE REAL!

This adorable board book series offers the youngest readers a glimpse into the colorful, 
whimsical world of magical creatures.

Did you know that unicorns polish their horns with fairy dust and moonbeams, and that 
they love looking at their reflections? Or that dragons don’t just breathe fire . . . they 
sneeze it? And that they love to barbecue — even their vegetables?

Young readers will enjoy learning “facts” about these beloved creatures. We’ll publish 
FAIRIES ARE REAL in Fall 2019 and MERMAIDS ARE REAL in Summer 2020.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Holly Hatam
26 
0 — 3   
May 7, 2019





THE GOOSE EGG

From the author of QUACKERS comes the story of Henrietta the Elephant, whose life 
goes from calm to chaos when a baby goose comes to stay with her. 

Henrietta likes her quiet life. But everything changes when she inadvertently winds up 
with a goose egg. Henrietta tries to return the baby goose to the nest, but her flock 
has flown. It’s up to Henrietta to raise her.  Goose isn’t anything like Henrietta. She’s 
flappy, and noisy, and exhausting. But with perseverance, Henrietta teaches Goose to 
swim, and to honk, and to fly. When Goose flies off with the other geese, Henrietta is 
so proud . . . and lonely. How quiet her life feels now.

The love you give has a way of coming back to you — and Henrietta has a wonderful 
surprise in store.

Rights to the THE GOOSE EGG licensed to: 
Germany – Magellan 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Liz Wong
40
3 — 7    
January 22, 2019



A BABY GOOSE!

Henrietta ran back to the lake, 

found a nest, and carefully 

placed the baby goose inside.

Oh my! 
That was a REAL 

goose egg!

She poked tentatively 

at her sore head.  

So she bandaged her head 

and kept quiet, waiting for the 

bump to heal.

Until . . .
What a lump! 

A real goose egg!

Mama!

I’m sure your 
mother will be 
back soon

Henrietta couldn’t just leave 

poor Goose alone. She scooped 

her up and took her home.

But no mother bird 

appeared.

Henrietta waited. And 

waited.



PINKY GOT OUT!  

This humorous new picture book will delight young animal lovers.

Pinky isn’t your typical flamingo. He’s a master escape artist who loves to spend 
time with all animals in the zoo, not just his flock. But when he starts following 
a group of kids on their zoo tour, he can’t stay hidden for long. Although Penny 
is the first to spot him, one by one the rest of the kids start to notice as he 
attempts to blend in with seals, meerkats, and even pandas.

With adorable artwork and a fun story, PINKY GOT OUT! will have kids following 
along and searching each page until they find Pinky. 

We’ll publish a sequel, PINKY GOT OUT AGAIN! in May 2020.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Michael Portis
Lori Richmond
40 
3 — 7      
May 21, 2019





ONCE UPON A GOAT

ONCE UPON A GOAT is a twisted fairy tale that will have kids laughing. 

Once upon a time, a very prim and proper king and queen begged 
their fairy godmother for a child. They’d prefer a boy with glowing 
skin, bright eyes, and two roses for lips . . . but any kid will do. When 
they receive a baby goat instead, they can’t imagine how he’ll fit into 
their lives. But day by day, they grow to love him, and he becomes a 
part of the family.

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Dan Richards
Eric Barclay
40 
3 — 7      
August 27, 2019





BIG BOYS CRY 

A debut picture book with an important message about mindfulness and healthy 
emotional expression for young boys. 

It’s Levi’s first day at a new school, and he’s scared. His father tries to reassure him by
saying, “Big boys don’t cry.” 

However, along his walk to school, Levi sees instances of grown men openly 
expressing emotions. Through their example, he learns that big boys do cry. By 
the time Levi arrives at school, he releases a tear — and the acceptance of his own 
feelings allows him to enjoy the rest of his day.  

Upon his arrival home, Levi finds his father waiting for him with tears in his eyes. 
He’s able to admit that he was scared for Levi, and the two embrace, closer than 
before.

This touching story teaches readers that it’s okay to express the full range of their 
emotions. 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jonty Howley
40
3 — 7         
June 11, 2019





VLAD THE RAD 

From the illustrator of the New York Times bestselling UNI THE UNICORN 
comes a new magical character. 

Vlad is always getting in trouble at Miss Fussbucket’s School for Aspiring 
Spooks. Unlike the other little vampires, witches, and ghosts, Vlad isn’t very 
interested in learning to be scary. That’s because Vlad loves to skateboard. 
How can he possibly think about being a good monster when all he wants 
to do is practice his latest trick? Maybe Vlad can find a way to do both . . . 

VLAD THE RAD is full of energy and fun — perfect for reading aloud.

 

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Brigette Barrager
32 
3 — 7      
August 6, 2019

Rights to the UNI THE UNICORN licensed to: 
Canada (French) – Scholastic Canada
England – Penguin Random House UK

Hungary – Betutészta Kft.
Israel – Sefer La Kol

Italy – Mondadori Libri





THE SAD LITTLE FACT 

New York Times bestselling author Jonah Winter delivers a perfectly timed, humorous 
read-aloud to prove the truth is out there, just waiting to be discovered.
     
In this spare story, a sad little fact is locked away for telling the truth. In its underground 
prison, it meets other facts, all hidden away because they could not lie. With the help of 
a few skillful fact-finders, the facts are set free. Though some people continue to ignore 
them, they’re out in the world ready for anyone who wants to hear, because “a fact is a 
fact,” and that’s that.

In a world of “fake news,” THE SAD LITTLE FACT encourages finding and sharing the 
truth, and is the perfect way to explain the difference between truth and lies to children.

 

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jonah Winter
Pete Oswald
32
3 — 7  
May 7, 2019





WHERE DO SPEEDBOATS 
SLEEP AT NIGHT? 

A delightful nautical nighttime story from the creators of the bestselling WHERE 
DO DIGGERS SLEEP AT NIGHT?, WHERE DO JET PLANES SLEEP AT NIGHT?, and 
WHERE DO STEAM TRAINS SLEEP AT NIGHT?.

Have you ever wondered what little speedboats do when it’s time for bed? Cruise 
ships, canoes, fishing boats and more bathe, have a snack, stow their teddies for 
story time, and get “docked” to sleep by mommies and daddies, once the tides 
calm.

Rights to the WHERE DO DIGGERS SLEEP AT NIGHT? series licensed to: 
China – Beijing BabyCube

Russia – Kariera Press

 

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Brianna Caplan Sayres
Christian Slade 
32
3 — 7  
June 4, 2019





NON-FICTION



•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jill McDonald
26 
0 — 3      
February 5, 2019

HELLO, WORLD! HOW DO APPLES GROW?
HELLO, WORLD! OCEAN LIFE

HELLO, WORLD! MOON LANDING

HELLO, WORLD! is a series designed to introduce first non-fiction concepts to babies and toddlers. 
Told in clear and easy terms (“An octopus has eight arms. Can you count them all?”) and featuring 
bright, cheerful illustrations, HELLO, WORLD! makes learning fun for young children. Each page 
offers helpful prompts for engaging with a child. It’s a perfect way to bring science and nature 
into the busy world of a toddler.

HOW DO APPLES GROW? teaches toddlers about biology and gardening, and how it’s possible for 
something that starts as a tiny seed to grow into a tree that creates the apples we eat every day.

OCEAN LIFE will teach toddlers fun facts about the coolest and scariest creatures of the ocean, 
including dolphins, whales, sharks, and sea turtles. 

MOON LANDING will teach kids all about the first moon landing and Apollo 11, just in time for the 
50th anniversary.

Rights to HELLO, WORLD! licensed to: 
China – CITIC Press Corporation

Korea – Woongjin Think Big  

 



•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Alice B. McGinty
Elizabeth Haidle
40 
4 — 8      
May 14, 2019

THE GIRL WHO NAMED PLUTO

An inspiring non-fiction picture book about Venetia Burney, an 11-year-old girl who 
named Pluto in 1930.

At the same time that Venetia is learning about planets in school, she learns that a ninth 
major planet has been discovered. She starts thinking of how this dark, cold planet 
might be like the underworld from Roman mythology. “It might be called Pluto,” she 
tells her grandfather. He loves the idea, and helps bring it to the appropriate scientists 
for consideration. After a vote, the scientists agree unanimously: Pluto is the perfect 
name for the new planet.

This book is terrific for all children — particularly girls — who have ever dreamed of 
becoming a scientist.



ESCAPE THIS BOOK! 
TITANIC

Readers will learn history while getting into the middle of the action in this exciting, 
interactive new series.

Readers can choose one of three different paths to follow through the book: a 
passenger, a crewmember, or a stowaway. With a pencil at hand, they will need 
to draw their way up to the crow’s nest to look for icebergs, make a path to the 
lifeboats on the Starboard or Port side of the ship, and scribble their way through 
locked doors. Extensive back matter will give readers even more facts to help them 
follow the best path to safety. 

We’ll publish Book Two: TOMBS OF EGYPT in September 2019. 

•Author: 
•Illustrator:
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Bill Doyle
Sarah Sax
192
8 — 12      
March 19, 2019



COVER NOT FINAL

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Diana Knapp
208 
10 +      
October 29, 2019

GIRLS WHO RUN THE WORLD
GIRLS WHO RUN THE WORLD is a business/biography hybrid featuring the success stories of 25 young entrepreneur 
women who started their own companies such as Rent the Runway, Spanx, 23&Me, and Stella & Dot, written by 
a Stanford business school graduate and journalist. With biographies of each woman and full color spot art 
throughout, the book also contains do-it-yourself ideas, “business 101” tips, and a glossary. 

This fun-to-read collection of inside wisdom, told through the how-I-made-my-business-happen stories of 25 
intrepid women, will teach girls everywhere that women cannot move ahead culturally until they matter financially.
 



•Author: 

•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Marjory Stoneman Douglas Students; 
edited by Sarah Lerner
208 
12 +       
January 15, 2019

PARKLAND SPEAKS

Random House Children’s Books is proud to publish PARKLAND SPEAKS, a collection 
of art and writing from the students of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. 

Edited by their English teacher, Sarah Lerner, the students of Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School share their emotional journeys that began after a tragic 
school shooting on February 14, 2018. This collection includes poetry, eyewitness 
accounts, letters, speeches, journal entries, drawings, and photographs. It offers a 
revealing and unfiltered look at teens living in the wake of tragedy and is a poignant 
representation of grief, anger, determination and healing.

Full of hope for a safe future, these artistic pieces will inspire readers to reflect on 
their own lives and the importance of valuing and protecting the ones you love.

 



THE BELOVED WORLD OF SONIA SOTOMAYOR

Based on Justice Sotomayor’s bestselling adult memoir, MY BELOVED WORLD, this inspiring 
adaptation for middle graders is about the power of dreaming big.

Despite growing up in a housing project in the South Bronx, losing her troubled father at age nine, 
watching her single mother struggle, and dealing with her own juvenile diabetes, young Sonia was 
determined to succeed. Her dream: to become a lawyer and a judge. 

This autobiography traces her journey from her early life and beyond — eventually culminating in 
her appointment to the United States Supreme Court, the first Hispanic to be named to that role.

Justice Sotomayor’s story is one of self-reliance, but also focuses on the importance of family and 
education. Despite hardships and challenges, she was determined to keep trying and to keep an 
open mind to the possibilities that life could bring.

Warm, relatable, and kid-friendly, this adaptation includes a new introduction and epilogue, a 
glossary, and interesting facts about the Supreme Court and the U.S. government. The book will 
also feature an 8-page photo insert.

•Author: 
•Page count: 
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Sonia Sotomayor
352
10+      
September 4, 2018



 RECENT 
FAVORITES



CRUNCH THE SHY DINOSAUR
by Cirocco Dunlap; illustrated by Greg Pizzoli

Rights licensed in 3 languages to: Israel (Steimatzky), Japan (Hayakawa), Russia (MIF Publishing)
 
Pub date: May 29, 2018 

“The illustrations will have children and adults chuckling.”   
—Kirkus Reviews

“The read-aloud-friendly prose invites ample participation and includes some playful, 
humorous surprises. . . A supportive, gentle portrayal of addressing—and respecting—others’ 

shyness.”  
—Booklist  

“An excellent interactive choice.”   
—School Library Journal    

I WALK WITH VANESSA
by Kerascoët

Rights licensed in 10 languages to: China (TB Publishing), France (Les Editions de la Pasteque), 
Germany (Aladin Verlag), Italy (DeA Planeta), Japan (Iwasaki Shoten), Korea (Woongjin Think Big), 
Spain (Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial), Sweden (Verbum Forlag), Taiwan (Chang-Tang 
Publishing), Turkey (SEV Yayincilik) 
 
Pub date: April 24, 2018

“A wonderfully illustrated, hopeful book that can help caregivers tackle an emotionally 
fraught subject with even very young children.”  

—Kirkus Reviews, Starred 

“A simple, beautiful story with an empowering lesson and call to action.” 
—School Library Journal, Starred   

“The wordless pages and small, toylike figures make this a good choice for young children who can 
work out for themselves what has happened, what Vanessa’s new friend does, and why it works.”    

—Publishers Weekly, Starred 

 



THIS BOOK WILL NOT BE FUN 
by Cirocco Dunlap; illustrated by Oliver Tallec

Rights licensed in 4 languages to:  China (Beijing Cheerful), Germany (Gerstenberg Verlag), 
Italy (Edizioni Clichy), Romania (Curtea Veche) 
 
Pub date: June 6, 2017 

“[Dunlap’s] dialogue (well, monologue) shines, and Tallec’s (WHO WHAT WHERE?) artwork, 
like the mouse himself, is impeccably turned out. ”    

—Publishers Weekly, Starred 

BREATHE LIKE A BEAR  
by Kira Willey; illustrated by Anni Betts

Rights licensed in 8 languages to: China (Beijing Adagio Culture), Czech Republic (Albatros), 
Israel (Sefer La Kol), Italy (Il Castoro), Japan (Sogensha), Slovakia (Albatros), Spain (Editorial 
Sirio), Taiwan (Sharp Point Press) 

Pub date: December 5, 2017 

“This friendly book is sure to appeal to educators and caregivers looking for an accessible 
and kid-friendly introduction to mindfulness. A breath of fresh air.”  

—Kirkus Reviews 

“This enjoyable, interactive book is a sneaky way to promote a healthy approach to life with 
the small people you value most.”  

—Shelf Awareness



THE PURLOINING OF PRINCE OLEOMARGARINE
by Mark Twain and Philip C. Stead; illustrated by Erin Stead

Rights licensed in 21 languages to: Albania (ALBAS), Brazil (Distribudora Record), Bulgaria (A&T 
Publishing), China (Beijing Tianlue Books Co.), Czech Republic (Euromedia), France (Editions 
Kaleidoscope), Germany (Knesebeck), Greece (Patakis Publications S.A.), Indonesia (Noura Books), 
Israel (Yedioth Books), Italy (Giunti Editore S.p.A.), Japan (Fukuinkan Shoten Publishers), Korea 
(Book 21 Publishing Group), Poland (Proszynski Media Sp.), Portugal (Oficina do Livro Sociedada 
Editoria), Romania (Pandora Publishing),  Russia (Samokat), Spain (Editorial Oceano), Taiwan (Rye 
Field Publications), Turkey (Can Yayinlari), Ukraine (Noyvi Samokat)

Over 100,000 copies sold — a New York Times Bestseller
 
Pub Date: September 26, 2017 

“Drawn with a graceful crosshatched intelligence that seems close to the best of Wyeth.” 
—The New York Times  

“Samuel Langhorne Clemens himself would be proud.” 
—Booklist, Starred

“A cast of eccentric characters, celestially fine writing, and a crusade against pomp that 
doesn’t sacrifice humor.”  

—Publishers Weekly, Starred  

“Completing a story penned by arguably America’s greatest author is no easy feat, but the 
Caldecott-winning author-illustrator (and husband-wife) team proves more than equal to 

the task . . . . A pensive and whimsical work that Twain would applaud.”   
—Kirkus, Starred   

 



GENUINE FRAUD
by E. Lockhart

Rights licensed in 25 languages to: Australia (Allen & Unwin), Brazil (Seguinte/Companhia das Letras), 
Bulgaria (Egmont), Czech Republic (Host), China (Beijing Fonghong), Denmark (Host & Son), England 
(Hot Key Books), Estonia (Pegasus), France (Gallimard), Germany (Ravensburger), Hungary (Cicero 
Konyvstudio), Indonesia (PT Gramedia), Israel (Yedioth Books), Italy (DeA Planeta), Japan (Tatsumi), 
Norway (Fontini), Poland (Wydawnictwo Poznanskie), Romania (Editura Trei), Russia (AST), Serbia 
(Vulkan),  Spain (Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial), Sweden (Lavender Lit), Turkey (Pegasus), 
Ukraine (Hemiro), Vietnam (Nha Nam) 

A New York Times Bestseller
 
Pub date: September 5, 2017

“A bracing pace, a slew of far-flung locations, and a storyline that runs mostly in reverse will keep 
readers on their toes, never entirely sure of what these girls are responsible for or capable of.”

—Publishers Weekly, Starred
 

“Captivating . . . bewitching.” 
—Booklist, Starred

 
“An excellent choice recommended for teens and adults who love twisty mysteries, 

stories about class conflict, and tough-as-nails teen girls.” 
—School Library Journal, Starred

 
“This thriller from the author of WE WERE LIARS will challenge preconceptions about identity 

and keep readers guessing.” 
—Kirkus Reviews, starred

 
“Intoxicating.” 

—The Horn Book, Starred



A S H L E Y  W O O D F O L K

“Stunning…will stay with you long after you put it down.” 
—ANGIE THOMAS, New York Times bestselling 

author of The Hate U Give THE BEAUTY THAT REMAINS 
by Ashley Woodfolk

Rights licensed in 4 languages to: Czech Republic (Slovart), Hungary (Gabo Kiado), Poland (Wydawnic-
two Poznanski), Slovakia (Slovart) 

 
Pub date: March 6, 2018

“THE BEAUTY THAT REMAINS is a stunning, heart-wrenching look at grief that will stay with 
you long after you put it down. Be prepared to be broken, be prepared to feel whole again.”   

—Angie Thomas, New York Times bestselling author of THE HATE U GIVE 

“The self– and life–defining nature of grief and loss captured so well by authors such as 
John Green is explored here with humor, intelligence, and grace.” 

—School Library Journal, Starred   

“Woodfolk eloquently depicts how 16-year-olds live in the digital and physical worlds, 
how the latter can amplify the former, how relationships shift after someone dies, 

and how life goes on, if you let it.”    
—Publishers Weekly

 



JOAN PROCTER, DRAGON DOCTOR
by Patricia Valdez; illustrated by Felicita Sala

Rights licensed in 4 languages to: France (Editions Cambourakis), Japan (Iwasaki Publishing), 
Korea (Chungaram Media), UK (Andersen Press)  
 
Pub date: March 13, 2018 

“Whimsical artwork and an empowering story make this biography of a lesser-known 
woman scientist truly charming.” 

—Booklist, Starred
 

“An inspirational biography with exciting depictions of a variety of reptiles, 
including a pet Komodo dragon, that will keep any child interested — whether reading 

on their own or with a group.”  
—School Library Journal, Starred

 
“Valdez paints a portrait of a unique woman whose love for reptiles developed 

into a gratifying career.” 
—Publishers Weekly, Starred
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